Barbados
Shirt round neck

Model description:
Shirt, round neck, front and sleeves constructed with CUTEX®,
back made of functional knitted fabric

Style number : 1161-25013PU-88
Size: S – 4 XL
CE2 19.1.12.2139

Cutprotected area
front and sleeves

- Antibacterial and sweat absorbing
- Pleasant freedom of movement due to special knit construction
- Flexible, stretchy and lightweight fabric
- Cut resistance
  EN ISO 13997:1999: performance level D
- Heat and flame protection
  EN ISO 11612:2015 Code A1 B1 C1

Unprotected area
back

- Permanently hydrophilic - sweat absorbing
- Antibacterial
- Fast drying
- Breathable
- Lightweight fabric, 160 gsm

Care Instruction
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